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HATIOHAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONATJTICS 

HEKORAUPUI! REPORT 

for tlic 

Air Materiel Command, U.  S. Army Air Forces 

INVESTIGATION  OF THE L0K3ITUDINAL STABILITY AT 

HIGH SPEEDS OF A 1/5-SCALE' I'ODEL OF A 

TAILLESS PURSUIT AIRPLANE 

By Edmund V.  Laitono 

SUMMARY 

Tosts of a tailloss pursuit airplano modol at tho Amea 
Aeronautical Laboratory havo shown that in conditions 
corresponding to lovol flight at a Mach number loss than 0.7 
and at an altitude undor 55,000 foot, no serious 
compressibility offoct3 occurred and that no suddon adverso 
diving moments woro oncountoi'cd up to a Mach number of 0.74, 
tho maximum spood of tho tests. Howovor, there woro 
indications that tho elcvons night lo3o their offoctivonoss 
for longitudinal control during a pull-out from a stoop divo. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to dotcr^.lno tho effoct of high spoods upon 
Its longitudinal stability and control and at the roquost of 
tho Army Air Forces, f.'ateriol Command, a l/5-scalo model of 
a tailless pursuit airp?.ano was tested in the Amos l6-foot 
wind tunnel. Similar tests wore nado of tho wing alone in 
order to determine tho approximate characteristics of a 
flying wing. 

APPARATUS AHD METHODS 

Tho modol, mado principally of mahogany, was provided 
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with a solid steel wing spar. 
shown in figure 1. 

The general model dimensions are 

The model was mounted on two support struts in the Ames 
16-foot wind tunnel, as shown in figure 1. Figure 2 shows 
the complete model. Figure 3 shows the wing alone as mounted 
for tests to determine the approximate characteristics of a 
flying wing. 

RESULTS 

The drag, lift, and pitching moments were corrected by 
deducting the approximate support-strut tares obtained from 
tests with only dummy booms mounted on the support struts 
(fig. 1|). Figure 1 presents the significant model dimensions. 
The pitehing-moment coefficients were computed for moments 
about the center of gravity and were based on the mean 
aerodynamic chord (fig. 1). The drag coefficients were 
corrected, by standard methods, for the tunnel-wall inter- 
ference and for tha upward inclination of the air stream as 
evaluated by testing the model upright and inverted. The 
buoyancy and constriction corrections were neglected, being 
less than one percent. The data were not corrected for tho 
..spanwiso variation of the upflow angle or for induced 
velocities due to the support struts. The approximate 
spanwiso variation of the upflow angle and local Mach number, 
as shown in figure 5» wore determined by measurements made 
with only tho dummy booms mounted on the support struts 
(fig. k). 

The data were obtained for a Kach number range of 0.3' 
to 0.7Ui corresponding to a Reynolds number rango of 3,200,000 
to 5.700,000 basod on the M.A.C. of 1,567 feet. Figures 6 
to IB inclusive, show tho variation with Wach number of tho 
drag and pitching-monont coefficients for constant lift 
coefficients. Figures 6 to 11, inclusive, are for tho complote 
model with various elevor. angles (fig. 1), while figures 12 to 
17, inclusive, present tho results of tho wing alone. A 
positive elovon angle (o) is defined as a downward move- 
moment of the trailing odgc. Figure 18 shows the effect of 
adding roughness (1/lj-inoh-wido strip of No. l80 carborundum) 
at the 10-pGrcent-chord lino along the entire span of tho 
complete model. 

Tho general soatter of tho test points at high spoods is 
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approximately C.01 for the lift and pltchlng-Doaent 
coefficients and 0.001 for the clrag coefficients, 

?I35US5IC:J 

The te.zr.  lndlor.te that no serious compressibility 
effects occurred up to a llech number of approximately 0.7, 
provided the lift coefficient remained less than O.k. Ä 
l&ch number of 0.7 corresponds to a speed of l.'-oS nlles 
per h->ur at an altitude of 35,000 feet. These conditions 
require a lift coefficient öf onl;,- 0,2? for the wing loading 
of the full-scale airplane, 39 pounds par square foot. 
Consequently, for conditions corresponding to level flight 
of the airplane at a Ifech number less tlir.:; 0.7 anä at 
altitudes below 35,000 feet, no large adverse compressibility 
effects were indicated, • 

The variation of pitching moment with liach number for 
the complete model and* for the wing alone '/as similar to 
the characteristics of typical wing sections, no adverse 
diving moments being evident. However, figure 11, for the 
complete nodol, indicates that difficulties in longitudinal 
control may be experienced at higii speeds ''lth lift 
coefficients of o.h or core because the elivons ceased to 
be effective. Figure 11 shows that for elovon deflections 
of -o1 the pitching-mocent increment rc.vair.ecL appreciable 
until a liach number of 0.7 and a lift coefficient of O.h 
were exceeded, then the pitchlng-oorient incrc-uent became 
negligible. Also at a lift coefficient of 0,::- or more and 
at a liach number greater than 0.5, elcvon deflections 
beyond -6   wore ineffective for longitudinal 
Therefore, 3omo trouble may occur during a 

control. 
jull-out from 

steep dive. Tor example, a 5g oull-out at 506 miles per 
hour at zxi  altitude of 15,000 feet requires a lift 
coefficient of 0,'!-7 at a liach number of 0.7, a condition 
for which the model test results show the elevons to be 
relatively ineffective. Figure 17, for th- wing alone, 
exhibits the same general characteristics, showing that the 
effect ras not produced Ly the adf.itIon of the fuselage 
or duct openings. However, it is Important to note that 
appreciable scale effects may be involved. At the low 
Reynolds number of those tests (3,200,000 to 5,700,000), 
.the tendency of the flow to separate is probably greater 
than it would be at full-scale Reynolds numbers. Surface 
roughness, the effect of whieh is indicated for the model by 
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comparison of figuros 6 and 18, night be of »mailer consequence 
In full scale, sine«* it would probably have loss tondency to 
promote separation. Tho support tooiaa, which wcro flush with 
tho inboard onds of tho" clovons, as shown in figure 1, may 
have produced intorferonco, osi:ocially at tho higher lift 
coefficients and Mach numbers. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Comvnittco for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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Figur« 1.. OutllM of the aodal ammtod on support strata • 
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Wgur» 4.- Durany DOOM mounted en rapport Strata 
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Figure 5.- Spanwise variation of inflow angle end local Maeh 
number In vortical transverae plane through model center 
of gravity. 
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Figure 7.- Variation of CD and C«, with M at constant 
Cj, for complete model with elevons at -12°. 
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Figure 10.- Variation of CD and Cm with H at constant 
CL for complete model with elevona at +3°. 
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Figure 11.- Elevon effectiveness for the complete model. 
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Figure 12.- Variation of CD and CM with II at eonatant 
CL for wing alone with elevona at 0 . 
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